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DREAMing
big at USD

Dean Boyd
Texas-bound

By Janeth Cervantes

By Matt Hose

CONTRIBUTOR
This
past
Wednesday
and
Thursday,
USD's
Trans-Border
Institute, a program which helps inform
and shape public debate and promote
international cooperation, held a panel
and two short film screenings to discuss
and display the experiences of young,
undocumented people.
A panel was held Thursday Feb.
21 to discuss the legal, economic,
psychological
and
educational
experiences that young undocumented
people,
or
DREAMers,
have
experienced. These youths were
granted deferred action from the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
program, a program which stems from
the DREAM act..
DACA, is a memo signed by
President Obama on June 15, 2012
"calling for deferred action for certain
undocumented young people who came
to the U.S. as children and have pursued
education or military service here,"
according to Immigrationequality.org.
An
estimated
two
million
individuals who meet criteria and are
approved for deferred action can apply
for employment in the U.S and are able
to apply for things such as scholarships
and driver's licenses.
The panel included an introduction
by local immigration attorney Ginger
Jacobs, who discussed DACA and
its benefits. She described her own
experiences with helping DREAMers
fulfill their dreams.
"I've been able to deliver a lot
of good news to a lot of deserving
people," Jacobs said. She described her
experiences as rewarding and joyous.
The panel continued with a
conversation and Q&A session with
three DREAMers.
Jose Mondragon shared his story
about being brought to the U.S. at the
age of 11. Mondragon, a graduate of
University of California, Santa Cruz,
shared a story about being detained for
three days by Immigration and Customs
Enforcement on the trolley to school.
One audience member expressed
outrage at this, saying, "it's insanity"
that students can so easily get detained
by ICE even when they are going to
school. Mondragon is Still waiting for
his approval for deferred action but is
positive he will be approved.
"I feel so much motivated (sic),"
Mondragon said about his DACA
approval. "I don't feel like I'm an
outsider in a place that I grew up."
See DREAM, Page 2
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for Public Safety, there has only been
one violent attack on a USD student
in this school year, and it was not On
campus.
In 2009-2011, there were 12
reports of on-campus violent crimes,
nine of which were labelled as "forcible
sex offenses," according to a public
safety report.
At Mission Beach, there have been
seven violent crimes in the two-month
span since the beginning of 2013,
according to a crime mapping website.
There have been 33 of these violent
crimes since August 2012. Violent
crimes include homicide, sexual
crimes, assault, and robbery.
Public
Safety
released
a
description and vehicle that is believed
to be involved in the midday knife
attack. The suspect was described as
a light-skinned Hispanic male adult

Mary Boyd, the dean of the College
of Arts & Sciences, has decided to
leave her post at USD to become the
vice president for academic affairs
at St. Edward's University in Austin,
Texas.
Boyd has served as dean since
2008. She will finish out this semester
at USD and begin at her new position
on July 1.
For Boyd, the choice to leave USD
and go to Texas was not an easy one
to make.
"It was a really difficult decision
to leave USD," Boyd said. "I wouldn't
have been leaving if St. Edward's
hadn't been coming and approaching
me and convincing me that I would be
a great fit."
She said that representatives from
the college had been calling her for
the past several years, saying that she
would be a good fit for the job, which is
comparable to the job of the provost at
USD. After a few years, Boyd decided
to look into the school.
"When I started to learn more
about the university, I realized that
it was a really great fit for my own
interests," Boyd said.
Her personal interests as an
educator and administrator have
included a focus on undergraduate
research and on diversification of the
student body and faculty at USD.
St. Edward's fit these interests
because it is a Hispanic-serving
institution, meaning that it specifically
caters to Hispanic students, and meets
government-established
enrollment
percentages for these students.
"Much of my work has been
in
providing
opportunities
to
students who have been traditionally
underrepresented in the sciences to
have an opportunity to experience
undergraduate research, and consider a
scientific research career," Boyd said.
To do this, she established new
programs for undergraduates to work
on research with faculty members.
She said that undergraduate research
is important for students to establish
bonds with their teachers, to bring
students into the discipline of their
choice, and to understand what faculty
do in their particular discipline.
Esteban del Rfo, a communication
studies professor, praised her track
record in diversifying the school and

See BEACH, Page 2

See DEAN, Page 2
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Most violent crimes occur near the Mission Beach boardwalk at night. However, students are questioning the safety of the beach after a
student was stabbed during the daytime on Feb. 15 in South Mission Beach.

Safety on the sand

The stabbing of a USD student at Mission
Beach raises questions of safety at the beach
By Hannah Bucklin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
Mission beach is a central hub
for USD students. Whether it is home,
a place to go on the weekends or the
ideal location to be on the perfect sunny
afternoon, Mission Beach is directly
connected with the student body.
However, when a random stubbing
of a USD student occurred on Friday,
Feb. 15 in the middle of the afternoon,
students began to question the safety of
the beach.
The stabbing occurred on the
3300 block of Mission Blvd in South
Mission Beach, between Santa Barbara
Place and San Luis Obispo Place.
The attack has caused some
students to question whether or not
living at the beach is a good idea.
Sophomore Alessandra Marandola is
one student who has been planning
to move off campus. In light of the

stabbing, she is now questioning this
decision.
"What has recently happened
is really scary," Marandola said. "It
definitely makes me feel like it's unsafe
to be there."
Those students who already live at
the beach have become more cautious.
Senior Roy Bourgazas, who has lived
at the beach for the past two years, was
surprised by the incident because he
has always felt safe living on Mission
Beach.
"This random act of violence
worries me," Bourgazas said. "If it was
in cold blood and the victim had no
connection to the attacker, then I would
be very concerned."
Public safety said that living on
Mission Beach is relatively safe and
there are crime mapping applications
to provide residents with online crime
mapping and crime alerts. According to
Henry Marquez, the patrol lieutenant

Marketing major dedicates himself to music
By Henry Kittle
STAFF WRITER

^
Senior Garrett Cagni D Js at the Sandbar at Mission Beach.

For Garrett Cagni, a 22 year old
senior hailing from Clearwater Beach,
Fl., producing music is not just a
hobby for parties at the beach; it is a
way of life.
Last summer, Cagni worked as
an agent's assistant at Circle Talent
Agency in Los Angeles, a major
booking firm with a roster of over
130 international dance music artists
including Flux Pavillion, Datsik and
Designer Drugs.
On the side, Cagni DJ's house
parties and recently began scoring
gigs in small venues around Southern
California.
Cagni is not exactly new on the
music scene. His passion for music
was evident at a very young age.
"I started playing piano at the age
of 10, and from there I just wanted to
try everything and listen to all kinds of
music," Cagni said. "As I got older, I
started playing bass guitar and drums.
By high school, I was in a heavy metal
band with my friends."
Now, when Cagni produces
music, it's most likely on a computer.
On Friday, Feb. 22, he played a
set at the Sandbar on Mission Beach

and won great reception from the atcapacity crowd, many of whom were
USD students.
Head promoter Will Caldwell
said that the night's event was a great
success.
"We had a great turnout of USD
and Point Loma students, as well as
Mission Beach locals," Caldwell said.
"As far as I know, everyone had a
good time and got home safely."
Cagni's
fascination
with
electronic music began freshman year
in 2009.
"Like many students, I was
exposed to a plethora of new music
my freshman year and gained an
appreciation for electronic music,"
Cagni said. "It wasn't long before I
was producing in my dorm room in
Missions B...Creating and mixing
sounds has always been the most
important and rewarding experience
for me. I'm a musician first. And, in
order to play my music live and get
feedback, I have to DJ house parties
around Mission Beach."
Fortunately, working the local
house party scene seems to have paid
off.
Cagni is scheduled to play at the
Sandbar on Mission Blvd. every other
friday for the rest of spring semester,
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featuring guest appearances from
several other USD student DJ's such
as Conrad Moller, Luke Skyy, and
Rohr.
Cagni points out that his USD
education has played a crucial role in
his entrance to the music industry.
"My marketing major allowed
me to gain internships in social media
marketing and the work experience
I needed to ultimately land a job as
an agent's assistant [at Circle Talent
Agency]," Cagni said.
Working on both the business
side as well as the production
side of the industry puts Cagni in
an advantageous position to selfpromote. Making deals with artists
such as gLAdiator and Protohype
gives him the opportunity to build
relationships with successful people
who share his passion.
"Working and networking in Los
Angeles for the past two summers,
I've made awesome friends who are
working their way up in the [music]
industry," Cagni said. "They act as
role models for me and their guidance
is key."
Cagni plans on moving to West
Hollywood after graduating in June,
where he will pursue a career in artist
management and music production.
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Dean Boyd takes position in Austin
DEAN, continued from Front Page

By Matt Hose
NEWS EDITOR
The summit of the Mount
Woodson hike in Poway confronts
the outdoorsman with one of nature's
bitter ironies. It shows the oftendebated issue of man's influence on
the natural world.
A little less than an hour north of
the city of San Diego, the iconic hike
features some of San Diego County's
most unique features: rolling hills,
giant boulders and massive desert
landscapes.
The six mile round trip trek
begins at Lake Poway, a beautifully
blue lake that seems nearly untouched
by pollution. Little rowboats dot the
entirety of the lake as locals fish for
carp, catfish and other specimen.
A strict limit on the number of fish
any local can bring home keeps the
lake adequately populated. The lake
is surrounded almost on all sides by
mountains, and children play and feed
hundreds of ducks in the recreation
area surrounding the lake. It seems
like the pristine environment to show
man in harmony with nature.
The hike itself is steep and fairly
difficult, as it climbs 2,300 feet into
the sky to the peak of Mount Woodson.
The entirety of the first three miles
heads upward, and few places for
shade lie on the road, except for one
gorgeous old tree that overlooks all of
San Diego.
The trail is mostly made of dirt
and contains signs cautioning hikers
to stay on the trail to avoid erosion.
Most hikers seem willing to follow
the rule, though whether they bow
their heads to nature or to the park
rangers is unclear.
It was on this leg of the hike that
I encountered my first glimpse of the
previously mentioned irony.
The peace of the natural world
is often disturbed by a distorted and
cacophonous sound emanating from
human beings.
Their pockets bump, their fists
resonate with the sound of electronic
music coming from tiny iPhone
speakers. In the natural world, with its
silence so deep that it usually forces
self-reflection, these sounds become
sheer noise against the musical and
poetic nature of the hike.
The pleasure of man and the
pleasures of nature at this point
seemed to diverge on my hike. But, I
reminded myself of every relativist's
favorite perspective. I reminded
myself that everyone enjoys activities
in their own ways. The music-blasters
soon passed me, and I was back in
peace.
However, when I got to the top,
I was confronted with a view that
was both beautiful and horrifying.
The summit provides arguably one of
the best overlooks in San Diego, as I
could see the entirety of downtown,
the fog layer over the Pacific Ocean
and the deserts further east.
More
imposing
than
this,
however, I could see a giant ugly radio
tower at the mountain's summit, and
a throng of over 40 people waiting to
get their pictures taken at Potato Chip
Rock, the iconic wonder of the hike.
Potato Chip Rock is a thin slab
of rock that hangs more than 20 feet
over the ground. It looks, as its name
mentions, like a potato chip, and
walking out to the end of it feels like
you are a pirate walking the plank.
Nevertheless, years of people strolling
cautiously on this rock make them
think that it is safe enough to cram
groups of 10 onto it for a new profile
picture. The precipice has quickly
become an icon of the amateur hiker's
experience in San Diego.
In my opinion, a natural wonder
like that should be something to enjoy
in reflection, contemplating how our
world got to be the way it is today. In
other people's opinions, it might be
a cheap Disneyland-esque picture to
get at the top of a grueling day (full
disclosure: I also got my new profile
picture atop the rock). One way or
another, it doesn't seem like the
rock will ever have a line less than
30-people-long any time soon.
So maybe we can all be correct
in our ways of encountering nature, to
go back to the view that the relativist
would propose. Or maybe humanity
will go for one profile picture too
many, and the rock will crumble and
bring a cheap thrill back to its natural
state. Only time will tell how definite
man's influence on nature has really
become.

>

research opportunities.
"Her assertive directives to recruit
more faculty from underrepresented
groups yielded one of the most diverse
cohorts of new faculty last year that I
can remember," del Rio said.
Additionally, she emphasized the
necessity for undergraduate research
for all departments in the College of
Arts & Sciences, and not just the natural
sciences.
"Over the past few years students
within the social sciences, humanities,
and visual and performing arts here at
USD have also been able to participate
in authentic research experience," Boyd
said. "Undergraduate research should
be available to students of all disciplines
so that they understand what it is that
faculty in an academic setting do."
Kristin Moran, chair of the
communication studies department
of the CAS, said that Boyd's mission
with undergraduate research helped the
communication department develop.
"I think for us in communication,
she was really good at pushing the
social sciences in undergraduate
research opportunities as well as the
hard sciences," Moran said. "So I think
we benefitted from that."
As for the students, Boyd said that
the administration is working to make
the transition to a new dean as seamless
as possible. She said that the school
administration is looking for a new dean
from within the school community, and
that she hopes to see this new dean

P h o t o C o u r t e s y of M a r y B o y d

Mary Boyd, dean ofThe College of Arts & Sciences, accepted a position at St. Edward's university in Austin.Tex. She will finish this
semester at USD.

picked by early May. As for her five
years as dean of the CAS, she said that
she has spent the right amount of time
in the position.
"Nationally, the tenure for a dean is
about 5-6 years," Boyd said. "Then it's
time for someone else to come in with a
new skill set and a new vision to work
with the faculty."

During her time as dean, she
worked with administrators to develop
a five-year plan to increase freshman
retention rate from around 85 percent
to 90 percent. Through the creation of
Living Learning Communities and the
expansion of the preceptorial program,
they achieved this goal in three years.
"I'm
really
proud of
that

accomplishment," Boyd said.
At her new post, Boyd hopes to
make a difference in the St. Edward's
community. Instead of serving only the
CAS, she will be chief academic officer
for the entire university.
"I really think this is an institution
where I can make a difference," Boyd
said.

DREAMers spread hope at USD
DREAM, continued from Front
Page
DREAMer
Karen
Arzate
described her life before DACA as
difficult. She was not able to apply
to her first choice college and had to
settle for a community college. Arzate,
who was approved for deferred action,
is now working toward her nursing
degree and is happy that she can make
her parents proud.
The panel moved onto the
policy and business perspectives of
DACA. David Shirk, director of the
Trans-Border Institute, talked about
immigration law and its history since
the 1780s.
He explained the reasons why
people immigrate to the U.S. He also
spoke of some congress members,
both Democrat and Republican,
who wish to further assist young
immigrants with the passing of the
DREAM Act.
Reyes Quezada, a professor at the
School of Leadership and Educational
Sciences at USD, spoke about various
communities' perspectives of DACA.
"Immigrant
children
are
significantly more likely to live in
poverty and lag in achievement,"
Quezada said.
Quezada insisted that there
needs to be more action taken toward
helping those undocumented youth to
succeed by getting congress to pass
the DREAM Act.
Olivia
Ruiz,
professor
of
anthropology at El Colegio de la
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Three panelists discuss the DREAM Act at aTrans-Border Institute Panel on Feb. 21.

Frontera Norte in Tijuana, continued
the panel and explained the hardships
that young immigrants have to face
when they are deported back to

Mexico.
Simple things, such as not
speaking Spanish because English
was their first language, become an

obstacle for deported undocumented
youth, according to Ruiz.
The Trans-Border Institute also
had two film screenings which looked
into the struggles of undocumented
youth.
The first film
by Theo Rigby,
"Sin Pais" (Without Country), follows
an undocumented student and his
younger sister and the struggles they
face when their parents are deported
to Guatemala, and they have to stay
in the U.S.
The second film, "We All Have
Dreams," produced by two local
San Diego teens, Anais Bernard and
Oscar Perez, explores the struggles
undocumented high school students
face.
Some of these struggles included
not having government aid to pay
for college and risking deportation
by committing civil disobedience in
support of the DREAM Act.
The
Trans-Border
Institute
panelists and participants want to
educate those at USD about the
struggles of being an undocumented
student.
"I dream that your dream comes
true," Quezada said to DREAMers in
the audience.
Several of the panelists suggested
that it is very easy for the USD
community to take action toward
passing the DREAM Act. They
suggested simply writing to members
of congress to pass the DREAM Act
and help DREAMers get a college
education.

Safe on the sand
The stabbing of a USD student
at Mission Beach raises alarm
among students over beach safety
BEACH, continued from Front Page
with facial hair, approximately six
feet tall, and he was seen driving a
blue Honda Civic. There has been no
updated information and no suspect in
custody.
Some students have speculated
that the suspect is linked to a gang.
Specifically, Bourgazas believes that
the attack could have been gang related.
While he does understand that
many students wish to live off campus,
Lieutenant Marquez said that in the
wake of this crime, there are obvious
advantages to living on campus.
"From a safety perspective,
living on campus has its advantages

because Public Safety is available 24
hours a day and our officers are highly
visible," Marquez said. "The members
of the Department of Public Safety
place a heavy emphasis on providing
a wide variety of crime prevention
services and we regularly engage our
community members in community
on patrol activities. In addition, Public
Safety also offers safety escorts to
those students who do not wish to
walk alone during those times that the
campus tram services is not operating."
If a USD student chooses to live
off campus, Public Safety recommends
that they visit the Public Safety and
San Diego Police Department website
for personal safety tips.

Correction:
Hannah Bucklin/The Vista

Juniors Erin Dellorso and Georgie Partridge read copies ofTheVista outside ofTu
Mercado after dinner.

An article about the committees formed in response to the Tina Beattie issue
labelled Carlton Floyd as the chair of an ad hoc committee of the Academic
Assembly of the College of Arts & Sciences. The chair of this committee is
in fact Alberto Pulido. Floyd is the chair for the Executive Committee of the
Academic Assembly. We apologize for any errors in reporting.
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Location: MAHER HALL

Location: FOUNDERS HALL

Location: FOUNDERS HALL

At approximately 12:14 a.m. Public
Safety heard the sound of breaking
glass. Upon investigation, a student
was determined to have broken a plate.
While speaking with the student, Public
Safety could smell alcohol coming from
his person. The student was
determined to be able to care for
himself and he was released to his
residence.

At 9:36 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of an intoxicated student.
Upon investigation, the student was
determined to be unable to care for
herself and she was transported to the
hospital.

At 9:42 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of an intoxicated student.
Upon investigation, the student was
determined to be able to care for herself
and she was released to the care of her
father.

Location: MISSION
CROSSROADS

Location: MISSION
CROSSROADS

Location: JENNY CRAIG
PAVILION

Location: PUBLIC
SAFETY

At 9:26 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of an
intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, the student
was determined to be
unable to care for herself
and she was transported to
the hospital by a friend.

At 11:06 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of an
intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, the student
was determined to be
unable to care for herself
and she was transported to
the hospital.

At 2:32 p.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of a
theft. Upon investigation,
an unknown person
removed a student's
unsecured iPad from the
concessions stand at
approximately 2:30 p.m.

At 3:34 a.m. Public Safety
responded to a report of an
intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, the student
was observed holding a
beer can; however, he fled
the scene before officers
could make contact with
him.

Anyone having information regarding these incidents please contact Public Safety at 619-260-7777.
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Thursday, February 28, 2013
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Do you already

By Nick Dilonardo
OPINION EDITOR
I don't believe in free will because
of Friedrich Nietzsche. He writes of
those who preach fire and brimstone
and their need for free will. Without it,
we are not accountable, and we need to
be in order to be damned or rewarded,
according to Immanuel Kant.
Do you really think you are that in
control of your life?
Start with Des Cartes. Start with
'cogito ergo sum' or 'I think therefore
I am.' Famously, this, he argued,
is all we can know for certain. All
knowledge from that point forward is
built upon this premise, an assumption
that what we can know is limited by
the subjectivity of our position. Our
eyes can lie to us; our ears can fool; our
senses deceive.They are untrustworthy,
he would argue. In their place, we must
trust our rational mind, our intellect.
In the place of empirical evidence, he
offers theory.
What I like about this point isn't so
much the point itself, but rather what
can be inferred from it: the number of
assumptions we make everyday. When
we wait for the bus - sorry, this is USD
- when we wait for the tram, we assume
it will arrive as scheduled. When we
step on and sit down, we assume to
be carried to our destination. Last
Friday, on the way down from Copley
and to the west lot, a girl requested to
be dropped by the stop sign. Instead,
the driver drove her down into the
top of the parking structure, eliciting
befuddled faces and confused remarks
from those ready to disembark from the
tram. It was a pit stop on an otherwise
short trip, but it jammed their circuits.
It took them by surprise, and in doing
so, forced all of us to consider how
much we take for granted, like the tram
going where it is supposed to go.
We promise our friends that we'll
meet them Thursday, perhaps at a bar.
We pick a time - let's call it 9 - and
promise to be there. Nietzsche might
point out the ridiculous number of
things we take for granted between
when we make that promise, and when
we are to fulfill it. We assume so much:
that our car will have gas, that it'll
even run, that we won't be sick, that
we won't be assigned homework (as
if that would matter). We assume we'll
still be alive. We assume so much that
making promises and keeping them, for
Nietzsche, is Superhuman.
Each of us has a personality. Some
of us have more than others. We are
who we are. The point is, when faced
with a decision, we have a choice.
Some of us listen to our gut. Some of
us listen to our heads. I would argue
that when faced with a decision, 1
tend to make the "Nick" decision. And
what if life is like that? What if life is
a series of decisions that are essentially
preordained by virtue of who you are? ,
Think of it this way: put Mike
Tyson in that ring again with Holyfield,
put him behind in the fight at the height
of his power, desperate, and I would
argue that biting that ear off is simply
the Mike Tyson decision. Does this
sound crazy to you?
Ever heard the saying "she would
do that" or "that's so him"? This is
exactly it. We know our friends natures.
We know our own, perhaps. With this
knowledge, we can probably safely
infer our reaction to various events or
decisions. And with it, with knowing
who we are, how much of that is really
up to us?
When you consider the absurd role
of luck in our lives, I tend to concur
with the words of the film "Match
Point" by Woody Allen: "It's better to
be lucky than good." Between fortune
and control, I'll take my chances
with fate. At least then, I won't be so
consumed by the consequences of what
I do. Instead, I'll focus on how I do
them. Instead, I'll focus on how I do
what I do, rather than what I want to
happen. How do you become a great
writer? Do what other great writers
have done. That's the best you can do,
I can think. In the words of a certain
friend of mine, "I'm gonna do me."
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Above:The sun cascades across Carmel Pacific Ridge as a student eagerly waits to cross Linda Vista Road near USD's main entrance.

Carmel Pacific Ridge: bonafide livin'
•

By Kevin Crespo
ASST. OPINION EDITOR
Pristine, new, convenient and
cheap: Carmel Pacific Ridge is the
new living destination for sophomores
at USD. The apartments across Linda
Vista are attracting a plethora of
students that are seeking to live close
to campus while enjoying the benefits
of off-campus living. With a strong
student base during its first year of
construction, the completed apartment
complex will draw even more Toreros
next year.
While students of all classes
inhabit Carmel, it is the prime
destination for sophomores that don't
want to live in the Vistas, but still want
to be close to campus. Freshman Sara
Pielsticker is hoping to live at Carmel
next year.
"The apartments are so new,

spacious
and
luxurious,"
said
Pielsticker. "They offer tons of
amenities that are too great to pass up!"
Carmel offers several benefits
to living that aren't provided by
upperclassmen housing including a
jacuzzi, coffee lounge, game room, and
even a wine bar. These 'extras' make
living easy in the apartments, and give
Carmel a country club kind of feel.
But does it come at a country club
price? Current sophomore and Carmel
resident Mike Sussman rejects that
hypothesis.
"Initially, the Carmel apartments
seemed expensive, but they're much
cheaper compared to the Vistas,"
Sussman said. "I'd rather pay $500/
month to live in a new luxury apartment
than pay $1100/month to live in the
Vistas."
When broken down by month,
on-campus housing ends up being
between $1000 and $1200 dollars per

month, while Carmel ends up being
half that, even though both situations
involve sharing a bedroom with just
one roommate. On a big picture scale,
a year in Carmel would therefore cost
as much as just a semester on campus.
The apartments also provide
a sense of self sustainability and
independence. Being off-campus can
be a big change from dorm life and
takes some effort to adjust to making
living decisions without RAs and dorm
sponsored events. However, the new
responsibility allows for more freedom
than living on-campus. It allows
sophomores to get smaller meal plans
than the on-campus requirements, or to
even opt out completely and cook on
your own every day. It also provides
the opportunity to host parties and
other events while meeting new people
outside of a dorm or resident hall living
situation.
On-campus housing is still

•

enjoyable for those who chose that
route. Vini Noetzel, a sophomore, has
enjoyed her time in the Vistas this year.
"I love living in the Vistas because
it's my last chance to live with everyone
in my class," said Noetzel. "There is
still a great sense of community that
comes along with living on campus."
USD's administration is clearly
aware of the student draw away from
campus and toward Carmel. It has
been rumored that, in the near future
of USD, students will be required to
live on campus for both their freshman
and sophomore years, no doubt in an
attempt to combat Carmel's wooing of
on-campus 'customers'.
So as you look toward housing for
next year at USD, try to consider what
fits your housing needs. If walking up
large hills, paying a hefty price and
depending on RA's isn't quite your
dream mansion, maybe look across the
street for an alternative option.

In it to win it: college success skills
By James-Brandon S.
Christopher
STAFF WRITER
Many people begin their college
careers with a preconceived idea of
where they would like to be once they
have completed their college career.
Between choosing majors and choosing
which clubs and organizations to join,
there are many tough decisions to
make regarding your college career.
What a lot of students do not
realize, however, is that their path to
personal satisfaction in life is chosen
only by themselves.
There are certain pre-requisites
to most industries, but everything else
in college is determined by what you
make it. A lot of different conflicting
ideas and situations may present
themselves during this 4 - more or less
- year journey.
Often times, beginning with your
best foot forward is how you will be
able to best get on your path to your
definition of success. While one could

argue that this best foot is preparation,
I would argue that starting with your
best foot forward begins with starting
with something that you are truly
passionate about. Having priorities
that reflect one's internal register is
important, as international relations
major and senior Gordie Nash notes.
"I have found that I have the
greatest success when the goals I set
accurately reflect my priorities and
beliefs," Nash said.
Being able to be a part of
something that aligns with everything
that you believe in allows you to
become more passionate about you are
doing. Being able to have this balance
will turn what others call work or a
chore into a good time for the right
person. However, these goals need to
have some relation to reality.
"[Goals] must also be realistic,"
Nash said.
Setting a goal to make a million
dollars in one month is a goal that
most people would not be able to make
happen, so it is important to assess
what a realistic goal would be when

you begin on any kind of project.
When deciding what major you
want to be, .you should go with what
interests you. Sometimes, this means
not making a decision at all, according
to sophomore Will Ewart.
"I am an undeclared major, but
I make my decisions based on what
interests me," said Ewart.
People may not always know
what their exact beliefs are, but if
they choose what interests them, they
are bound to do well. Many Pre-Med
(and other pre-professional) students
later realize that this is the approach
that they should have taken with their
college careers.
Many people choose majors
simply because they feel that graduate
school will appreciate these majors
more than any other. This gets a lot
of students in trouble because they
take on majors and classes that do not
interest them and do poorly as a result.
What many students can do is choose a
major that truly interests them, and take
the pre-requisites required by the grad
schools of their choice . This will most

likely lead to a higher GPA as well as
allowing one to stand out amongst a
bunch of applicants that all chose the
same major.
Not falling short of your goals
because of any external factor is also
very important, and choosing success
is how you get past these moments in
life. Not only this but not quitting when
things get hard is also a key to making
this happen. Communication studies
major and junior Farrah Coltrain
knows that reaching your goals isn't
always easy.
"Success is never handed to
anyone," Coltrain said. "Success is
attainable for any person who puts their
mind and efforts into achieving their,
personal goals."
Things are bound to come up in
anyone's life, but what you do about
these unexpected issues is more
important than the issue itself. Make
it happen for yourself, and you are
certain to find that you have made
decisions that have made your college
career successful.
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OPINION
So, what now? What to do after graduation
Finding yourself and your "Rushmore
By Nick Dilonardo
OPINION EDITOR
In Wes Anderson's film
"Rushmore," the playwriting underdog
protagonist is approached by a Scotch
drinking, cigarette smoking and
divorced Herman Blume (played by
Bill Murray) as Fisher serves as his
academy's traffic monitor. Noting
Fisher's indelible smile, Blume asks
him a question:
"What's the secret?" Blume asks.
"You look like you've got it all figured
out."
To which. Max Fisher responds
quite simply.
"I don't know," Fisher says. "I
think you just gotta find something you
love to do, then do it for the rest of your
life. For me, it's going to Rushmore."
As spring begins, as seniors
prepare to graduate and as the rest of
us upperclassmen begin to think of
stepping into what Tom Petty termed
"The Great Wide Open," we are faced
with a critical question. Yes, we've
spent at least four, perhaps even five
years at a university. We've earned
a degree. And, like the final scene of
the Graduate, as Dustin Hoffman and
Katherine Ross stare into the camera
from the back of the bus, the question
begged is this: "So, what now?"
What do we do with the degree
we've presumably earned? Do we
know? Have we known all along? And
if so, what brought us to that decision?
We've already faced this once as
current upperclassmen. As freshmen or
sophomores, we were forced at some
point to declare a major. That decision
is one in a series that inevitably close
other doors - as every decision we
make closes off other options - was
one step in a direction. Whether it was
the 'right' or 'wrong' first step is up for
debate, and up to us to find out over the
next twenty something years. But we
had to make a choice. So, how did we
do it?
When faced with the choice of
which major to pick, how does one
begin? There are plenty of lists online,
likeCNBC's list of "America's Highest
Paying Jobs 2012" which includes

occupations like air traffic controller
($114,460 per year average) or the
blandly named job 'sales managers'
($116,860). But even already, there
is an ethical dilemma: Do we pick a
job based on its pay? Should we pick
a major predicated upon its expected
monetary return?
While every person's position
is different, and while there is a story
behind every face, here, at USD, many
of us don't know exactly what it means
to starve. I could be wrong. Last week,
we had a former USD professor by the
name of Ron Bonn give a lecture on
journalistic standards to those of us in
the news room. On the issue of citation
or attribution, he said that anything you
might say that isn't universally accepted
requires some form of support, at least
in a well written news piece. Opinion
is a bit different. But let me say this:
Does anyone disagree when I say that
our school is a sheltered place?
It is certainly an expensive one,to
which $6.75 hummus wraps and over
$3 dollar orange juice can attest. Not
all of us were born with silver spoons
in our mouths. Some of us were. And if
we were, it is certainly a blessing.
My father worked a job his entire
life that he hated. So did my mother.
So do many of our parents. My father
slaved in a company of idiots to perform
a task for which he was overqualified.
He didn't like it, but he did it anyway,
because all of a sudden twenty three
years ago, he had a kid, and he needed
to feed him.
Now, as I consider my own career
options from a position altogether
different from that of my father, I can't
help but feel like I owe it to him to pick
a job I can actually stand. Isn't that what
we owe to those who came before us,
whether it's our great-grandparents or
even our dad? For those who suffered
and endured lives with the hopes of
better ones for their children, don't we
owe it to them to enjoy the choices they
themselves did not have?
I've long entertained passing
thoughts of going to law school. Before
beginning USD as a transfer student,
the idea of being able to handle that
much reading overwhelmed me. After
being an English major for several
years, and taking courses under

professors like David Cantrell, Atreyee
Phukan and Fred Robinson among
others, I feel like I could handle it, if I
put in the effort. I come from a family
of lawyers and I know what it takes. I
also know what it takes out of you. I'd
certainly make money. But would 1 be
'happy'? Does that even matter?
It's really easy to say you want
to pursue a job for the love of it when
you're eating Chipotle four times a
week on daddy's budget. It's easy to
say you want to dedicate your life to
helping the poor instead of pursuing
financial success when you yourself
have never suffered. There are a lot
of kids from back in high school who
held these lofty ambitions. Then, they
graduated and eventually, they had
student debt to pay.
As it stands now, I am thinking of
graduate school for English, rhetoric
or journalism. Before I can decide
anything, I think I need to find my
"Rushmore." When I was thinking of
picking a major, I took my own advice,
that which I gave to my little sister as
she was experimenting and trying out
for different sports in high school.
"Find a sport that you enjoy
practicing," I said. "If practice is a
pleasure, you'll have fun. I learned this
the hard way from playing football."
There are many of us who will
have to take jobs we don't like in
order to make ends meet. At some
point, we can take less money for a job
we'd prefer, cut back on having cable,
maybe not get that new 3 series, and do
our best impression of Ryan Gosling in
"Half Nelson," sans the drug addiction.
The point is, we can choose to fight
the 'good fight' with less cash in our
pockets, or we can sell our sanity in the
name of financial security.
If there is anything for which 1 can
be somewhat proud of here at USD,
it's our attempt to inspire students to
affect change through socially oriented
entrepreneurship. I am no communist:
I'm not interested in sharing things
communally, nor running a business
without a profit. But at the same time,
there's a better way to make money than
to have making money be the single
goal. It's the new and hip thing: It's
Starbuck's 'Ethos' water or its 'Flex'
watches; they donate some percent of

their proceeds to charity, in an appeal
to your sympathy and your wallet.
Even if it is a bit cheesy, it
does at least make some difference.
But are we obligated to make a
difference? According to Catholic
liberation theology, we are. From that
perspective, to the extent to which
our brother or sister suffers and we
are able to address it, we are morally
obligated. I tend to agree. I'm not a
Christian, nor do I profess to believe
in "loving thy neighbor." But certainly,
when I consider the vast and increasing
economic inequality in this country, I do
tend to consider the poor. The Occupy
Wall Street movement brought this to
the forefront in the autumn of 2011. In
an article from Mother Jones, the same
outlet that scored the infamous '47
percent' scoop on Mitt Romney during
the 2012 election, the staggering level
of that inequality is revealed.
The richest 10 percent control
two-thirds of American's net worth.
Their average income is $161,139. It's
a paltry sum, compared to the level
at which President Obama proposed
increasing taxes, which was for
$250,000 a year and up. At just over
$150,000 a year, this top 10 percent
would include many professionals,
lawyers, doctors, accountants and other
alumni of post-graduate schools.
This would include many of our
parents here at USD, who are by no
means necessarily the gaudy stereotype
that comes to mind when we think of
the word upper-class. But here's where
it gets interesting. What do you think
is the difference between the top 10
percent and the top 1 percent? Try
about $2.7 million. According to 2010
data sourced from the University of
Calif., Berkeley, the top .01-.1 percent
earn $2,802,020 a year on average.
Within the top .01 percent, that per
year average soars to $23,846,950.
The bottom 90 percent, or nine out of
ten of the rest of us, on average, make
$29,840. That includes a lot of teachers.
Plato has a great point about
competing interests. His fundamental
question "in whose interest does it lie?"
inspires me to continually consider the
power of perspectives. And speaking
of interest, do you know who the top
ten richest members of congress are

and how much they make? Take Rep.
Darrell Issa (R-Calif.) as an example.
His estimated net worth is $451.1
million. Close behind is Rep. Jane
Harman (D-Calif) worth nearly $435.4
million. It may not surprise you, but all
ten of the richest members of Congress
voted to extend the Bush Tax Cuts. Why
wouldn't they? It's in their interest.
But in whose interest is feeding the
poor? It's certainly in theirs. If we are
Christians and Catholics, it's certainly
in ours. And as we get ready to make
the decision as to what career we will
pursue, do we owe it to ourselves, to
them and to our country to consider
those brothers and sisters of ours who
suffer? Do we owe anything to anyone
at all? To echo the theme of the 2012
Republican convention, I mean, "we
built it," right?
Or maybe we had help along the
way. Or maybe some people suffered in
order for us to get there. Maybe we owe
something to family, to our friends, and
to our sisters and brothers from other
mothers.
Whether it's Adam and Eve, or the
prehistoric early human by the name of
Lucy to whom all of us share relation,
we are, happy or not, one big human
family. Our country is our most direct
embodiment of this. John F. Kennedy
once asked us to consider "not what
our country can do for us" but "what
can we do for our country." In the
1980s, when "greed" was "good,"
that may have been laughed at. Before
9/11, owing anything to our country
may have seemed a bit strange, before
the reality of our inner-connectedness
was brought to the forefront, eliciting
American flags, suddenly stuck upon
every lawn and over every door step.
As we consider during the ongoing
battle over the Sequester as to which
direction- our nation might step when
considering the role of government,
I think it might be appropriate to ask,
whatever our politics, to what extent
we owe anything to others. We might
not. But I think we at least owe it
to ourselves to find our Rushmore.
Nobody wants parents who come home
hating their jobs and complaining.
Some people don't have a choice. But
for those of us who do - what's it going
to be?
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to editing for clarity and style.
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To Whom It May Concern,
•

-

My name is Caitlin Emig and I am currently a sophomore at USD. I
am a communication studies major and had a suggestion for the Vista. As
most of us know, newspaper readership is quickly declining in our society,
and is something we are experiencing here at USD. I'll confess that I am
one of many that does not pick up a weekly copy of the Vista, but it's not
because the stories lack interest. I love reading the stories that I do catch a
word of, however, as with all newspapers, it is extremely inconvenient to
read. What I mean by this is that the size of the paper (length and height)
is troublesome when trying to read. I was reading an article before class
and the paper was falling off my desk and made it difficult for people to
pass in the isle. I propose that you consider making the paper smaller by
shortening the height of the pages. You wouldn't need to shorten it to
magazine size, but taking a few inches off the bottom would make it more
convenient to read. 1 remember the papers were smaller at the beginning
of the semester and they were much easier to read. I'm wondering why the
size changed back and if it is possible to revert it back to the smaller size
even if it means having more pages to the paper.
Thank you!

include » $13 SOSU sub«<ty Urn* o<-e pa»* ptst slvdeni

Caitlin Emig

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Is graduate school really worth it?
Graduate schooVs necessity depends heavily on a student's
future career goals

By Anastasia Macdonald
CONTRIBUTOR
By Kendall Tich
BUSINESS EDITOR
With the announcement of Google
Glass, "smart" glasses that allow you to
technologically interact with the world
around you, 1 have been thinking a lot
about how technology has affected our
world. Cell phones, computers, location
technology and other communication
devices have significantly improved
many aspects of society, but perhaps
these same devices are also having a
negative impact on our world.
Because my family lives overseas
and my only way to communicate with
them is over the phone and Skype, I
may be biased in saying that I think
technology as a means of communication
is one of man's greatest inventions.
According to the U.N. Telecom
Agency Report, the world has about six
billion cell phone subscribers currently.
This means that six billion people out of
close to seven billion people worldwide
would agree with me in saying that
cell phones have become a necessary
asset to our world. Useful as they may
be, however, there are still people who
would argue that the world has become
too dependent on technology, and this
dependency is increasing.
Perhaps
one
of
the
most
controversial aspects of technological
dependency is in regards to education.
It is still unknown as to whether
technology is helping or hurting the
long-term education of students.
Technology tends to distract
people, including college students, from
family, friends and assignments in the
real world. Technological advancements
have made it increasingly easy to connect
with others. However, this can also lead
to over-connection and overuse. This is
when technology dependency starts to
become a problem.
I have two cousins who are
around two and four years old. Over the
summer, their parents told me that they
are already learning to use iPads and
iPhones at these young ages and know
more than their parents do. I thought
back to what I was doing when I was
four years old—playing with Barbies,
running around outside with neighbors
and doing arts and crafts with my
siblings.
Most of my childhood activities
required some kind of face-to-face
interaction, but the activities of modern
childhood such as video games,
communication devices and the Internet,
don't require any interaction at all. Since
much technological advancement is
fairly new to the world, it is still unknown
as to how the decreasing amount of real
life interaction will affect the current
childhood generation that has seemingly
become dependent on technology.
On the other hand, technology
can increase performance and produce
more and perhaps better results in a
shorter amount of time. Technology
advancements have made "multi
tasking"
t
possible and have made it easier
to get things done faster and more
efficiently.
Thanks to technological advances,
people are carrying around Kindles,
iPads and Nooks that are allowing them
to obtain books instantly and read those
same books on the go. Advancements
like this have certainly helped schools
and education, since it is easy to obtain
reading material for classes at a lower
price and by the click of a button.
The world has come a long way in
terms of advancements in technology
and with the announcement of the
release of Google Glass in the future,
I have been wondering as to how far
technology will go.
Google Glass alone is perhaps the
most revolutionary addition to the long
line of technological advancements that
came before it.
Many would argue that the increased
dependency on technology will lead to
absolute dependency and that the human
brain will soon lose ability, memory and
creativity. This is because many of our
day-to-day tasks can be performed by
some kind of technology. On the other
hand, technology has brought our world
to a point of complete connectedness.
You can communicate with people
across borders within seconds and
this type of communication is what
has the potential to lead to agreement,
familiarity and connection of all people
across the world.
It is not necessarily technology itself
that is harming our society, but rather
the way we are incorporating it into
our lives. When face-to-face interaction
becomes a struggle, or avoiding a cell
phone or computer for a short amount
of time isn't an option, that is when
technology can start to create problems.

According to Graduate Admis
sions, USD is home to approximately
2,800 graduate students. For many
USD undergraduate students graduate
school is at least an option, if not a cer
tainty.
However, Given that student loans
incur high interest rates and cannot be
forgiven, or in some cases cannot even
be refinanced, is it really worth it to
sacrifice years of work experience for
more schooling?
The number of students attend
ing graduate school has increased 8.3
percent between 2008 and 2012, while
student loans have reached an all-time
high, averaging at $24,301 per student.
Federal budget cuts have removed the
subsidized loans that were offered for
graduate students. Despite these grim
numbers, many remain determined to
pursue an advanced degree.
Certain careers like law and medi
cine require graduate school, but 51
percent of all graduate degrees in 2010
were given out in business or educa
tion. USD's School of Leadership and
Education itself offers 18 graduate de
gree programs. Anne Mumford, direc
tor of Admissions and Outreach in the
SOLES, is currently a graduate student
at USD.
Mumford received her bachelor's
degree in 2010 from Johns Hopkins
University and was encouraged to
pursue a graduate degree for career
advancement. She stated that graduate
school is worth it, but the major of the
student and career goals must be taken
into consideration.
"USD, along with most graduate
schools, offers assistantship programs
to students, giving them stipends to
help pay for half or more of tuition;
the programs vary for the different de
grees" said Mumford.
Mumford balances work and night
classes in order to earn an advanced
degree. This method allows students
to pay for at least part of graduate
school themselves, while receiving
valuable work experience. Some Ph.D.
programs around the country are fully
funded through graduate assistantships,
in which a student's education costs are
half to fully covered, sometimes with
additional health care benefits.
To ease the process of receiving a
degree, schools are offering online ad
vanced degrees, which are cheaper and
more flexible. USD will soon offer its
first online masters for the department
of Learning and Teaching.
Even with flexible options, a grad
uate degree does not guarantee a job,
and students might be forced to take
out student loans to afford the school
ing.
The national student loan debt has
hit the 1 trillion mark, with graduate
school loans making up to one third
of that amount. To avoid facing major

THE! NUMBER OF STUDENTS
ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL
" HAS INCREASED

8.3%
Grad school loans

make up

1/3
of all graduate degrees in 2010
were given out in
BUSINESS or EDUCATION

of the $1 TRILLION
national student loan
debt
Cathy Nguyenn ne Vista

The importance of graduate school has increased as more students aspire towards furthering their education.

debt, it is vital to consider the value of
an advanced degree in a specific area
of study; the return rate for advanced
degrees varies greatly across the board.
Some USD students do not see the
necessity in attending graduate school
if it is at the cost of gaining experience
in the workforce. However, this is de
pendent on the student's major.
"In business and associated fields
employers can value experience over
education, and knowledge, especially
in the business world; [graduate school
is] not worth it monetarily, especially if
you have to take out loans" said junior
Jasmine Martirosyan.
The graduate degrees with the
highest returns include Medical, a mas
ter of public health, and a doctor of
pharmacy, with the average income of
those being around $150,000 and aver
age loan payments of $400 to $1000
per month.
An M.D. is the doctoral degree for
physicians. Medical Brigades Presi
dent Patrick Smith is pursuing this de

gree, and planning on attending medi
cal school in 2014. "Work experience
gets you a job, but graduate school
increases pay" said Smith. " Graduate
school is worth it. The return is greater
than the investment as far as future
salary. You are worth more, and there
are better benefits, for example a stock
pension".
In contrast, the lowest earning
degree on average is Masters of Fine
Arts. Diane Hill is a recipient of this
degree and currently works as a high
school art teacher. "Art is a field where
experience is valued much more than
the amount of education, and the situ
ation is different for every major" said
Hill.
In general each graduate program
offers different opportunities for dif
ferent career paths. On average, with
a bachelor's degree students can earn
$2.1 million over a lifetime, which
increases to $2.5 with a masters, $3.4
with a doctoral degree, and an average
of $4.4 million with an medical or law

degree.
While the numbers seem promis
ing, there is no guarantee that an ad
vanced degree will land you a better
job or a higher salary.
It is nearly impossible to gener
alize whether an advanced degree is
worth it, at least in economic terms.
The benefits of receiving an education
range from better health to being a hap
pier individual.
There are many USD students
who are planning on going to graduate
school after they complete their four
undergraduate years here. "I hope to
earn a graduate degree in the future"
said freshman Jared McCarthy. "Any
type of education is beneficial, espe
cially when it results in a job you love."
The SOLES website offers student
profiles of current graduate students.
There are many resources on campus,
including the graduate admissions of
fice in SOLES that can offer informa
tion and advice to anyone interested in
a graduate degree.
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technology, careers, and local companies!
• Impressive for your resume
• Network with local professionals
• Get your writing published

If interested, contact our Business Editor:
Kendall Tich (business@usdvista.com)

The BAT has become the
new SAT
More businesses are starting to use the
Bloomberg Assessment Test to screen the basic
knowledge of potential employees
By Steven McMahon
"CONTRIBUTOR
The Bloomberg Assessment Test
is a comprehensive exam that covers
an individual's skill level and knowl
edge of business topics. The material
tests students on their verbal and math
skills, as well as their analytic reason
ing and ethical judgment.
All are common principles in the
corporate world, making the BAT an
essential benchmark for those pursuing
careers in business.
Similar to how colleges evaluate
the Student Aptitude Test, Bloomberg
Institute designs their sections accord
ing to what firms are looking for in ap
plicants.
Completing the BAT allows re
cruiters to identify your reading com
prehension, finance-related
math, and
problem solving skills. More employ
ers are looking into these types of as
sessment tests to determine a candi
date's potential, meaning that more
students have started to take this exam.
"I plan on taking the BAT because
I feel that it is essential in getting a high
paying job out of college said junior
Siena Pugnale.
Generally they are interested with
quantitative SAT, BAT, or GPA results
and use these as a screening mecha
nism. By this term, I mean the process
of eliminating applicants below a cer
tain number.
If a candidate scores within the
employer's range, then the company
would take a significant look at his or
her Bloomberg Profile and attached re
sume.
These circumstances demonstrate
how a decent BAT score can be effec
tive in the professional world.
Already over 83,000 people have
taken the exam and the number con
tinues to grow. As a result, business
undergraduates should prepare them

selves adequately for a more populated
and competitive job market.
This shift in the dynamics of the
workforce creates the need for a broad
assessment test. If the BAT gains more
reputation, it might become an impor-

familiarity and basic understanding of
the concepts within a particular indus
try.
Although no studying is required
for the BAT, it is vital to understand
the terminology associated with your

Do you have issues?
So do we.
24 of them in fact.
Come to The Vista Office
(SLP 403B) on Tuesdays at
12:30 p.m. for Writer's Meetings.

7plan on taking the BAT
because 1 feel that it is
essential in getting a high
paying job out of college"
-Siena Pugnale
U

tant factor for how employers assess
their potential hires.
In an ideal setting, the SAT is to
college what the BAT will be to em
ployment.
However, even if you do not score
well, taking the BAT is a great way to
review one's competency. The most
beneficial part about Bloomberg Insti
tute is their discretion policy.
If a student does not want to pub
lish their results to employers or the
public, they do not have to. The BAT
can therefore only help one's career,
not hurt it.
Approximately 25 students gath
ered in Maher 119 on Friday Feb. 22
to take the three hour long BAT. After
taking the exam, many students left
with mixed emotions. One person re
marked that the "BAT was like the SAT
on business steroids".
The section of the test this student
was referencing is the business apti
tude portion. Bloomberg Institute de
signs their exam to assess the student's

finance and economics classes. For ex
ample, if a student didn't know how fi
nancial leverage works, then they prob
ably guessed on at least 4 questions.
The top categories tested on the
BAT include financial markets, finan
cial statement analysis, investment
banking, and many more.
Combining these values with gen
eral math, verbal, analytic reasoning,
and ethical situations gives a student
their composite score.
They can then compare how well
they did on the BAT according to the
norm. It can be argued, however, that
universities are not preparing students
to take these types of exams, thus they
do not score highly.
Another counterpoint would be
that the BAT is not an accurate repre
sentation of a student's work ethic.
Nevertheless, a student's score on
the BAT reflects an unbiased and defin
itive value which employers can use to
further differentiate talented candidates
from the average Joe.
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Brittany Carava

As spring semester is in full swing, you may be feeling tired of the usual schedule at the SLR Urbane Cafe and Starbucks every week.
Living in San Diego provides so many opportunities to explore different neighborhoods and sample a wide variety of tastes while still
maintaining a modest student budget If you're ready for a change then visit one of these spots instead of your usual lunch or coffee place!

Jo

Cafe/Coffee Optiond
THE LIVING ROOM

(JO

XpoU

RUBICON DELI (Mission Beach)

Multiple locations: La Jolla, Point Loma, Old Town and near San Diego State
Good study space, big tables and warm atmosphere, better than the library!
Quiet and open late
Every kind of cheesecake and loose leaf tea options

• Most sandwiches under $ 12
• Highlights: Crandie Turkey, & Achin for Bacon

Courtesy of EatThis SD

EL INDIO (India St., near the airport)
• Burritos and quesadillas under $6
• Visit the improv comedy club up the street; they offer
student discounts!
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Courtesy of Our Home From Scratch
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TENDER GREENS (Point Loma)
• Great healthy salads and sandwiches under $ 12 great for lunch or dinner
• Fun area to explore in Liberty Station for shopping and enjoying a
historical landmark

i
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Courtesy of Vanessa Stump/Tender Greens

CROUTONS (La Jolla)
• Soups, salads and sandwiches
• Salads: Under $7 for an entree size and sandwiches under $8
• Tip:Try the chicken & wild rice soup; it's on the menu everyday and
can cure any cold!

\eed

T| SAB-E-LEE
7 kai Restaurant

•

trandportation
to and from thede

SAB-E-LEE (LindaVista)

SABELEE

W

• Small hidden gem
• Cheap- most dishes under $ 10, takes to-go orders
• Top Dishes: Pad King: stir-fry vegetables and rice with
chicken, spring rolls and golden shrimp

If so, then try:
is ft ft

ft ft;

Courtesy of SD FoodTravel

• MTS bus/trolley system
• Coaster to La Jolla
• Go with a group of friends
and carpool!
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FIG TREE CAFE (Hillcrest)
• Fun quirky cafe with a helpful staff that serves great dishes created
with organic and local ingredients
• Great for breakfast, lunch or dinner
• Breakfast/lunch under $ 12: omelettes, french toast, flatbread pizzas,
paninis
• Dinner under $ 15: lobster ravioli, jidori chicken
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Grottos

By Blanca Torii
ARTS&CULTURE EDITOR

Some conversations just stick in
your head. In the case of one speak
ing to an audience of a thousand, the
conversation has to be done correctly.
Anticipation was evident in the
orange lanyards hanging around the
necks of future Blake Mycoskie's
(founder of nonprofit company
TOMS) prior to the show. Flocking
to an event, they were part of a secret
cult that only those with orange lan
yards knew what was going on. Coincidentally, I was one of those people.
Sitting in the Balboa Theatre, the
reflections above were the first thing
to catch my attention. The orange
hue of the shadows lining the stage
created the effect of being in the
Little Mermaid's grotto, if only she
lived during the Roaring Twenties.
The grandiose theater, paired with
three huge letters "T," "E" and "D,"
perched center stage, set the mood
for watching a show.
Yet this show was an interesting
mix, as diverse as the lineup of speak
ers that evening. It was entertainment
plus education and inspiration.
Last Friday, TED talks hosted
a night of seven speakers with the
theme of "Finding your place in the
universe." TED talks (whose tagline
is "Ideas worth spreading") are live
recordings that garner millions of
viewers online. The event was ex
pected to seat over a thousand.
All of the speakers were social
entrepreneurs who spoke of global
issues and the theme of education be
ing the key to unlocking the grottos
of knowledge. And as with any line
up, comparisons follow. The powers
of persuasion come in all shapes and
public speaking styles.
One of the most remarkable
speakers was also the last: Eden Full.
A current student of Princeton Uni
versity at 21 years old, Full is petite
in stature yet grand in delivery, exe
cution and ideas. I say this because it
was astounding that of all the speak
ers, the youngest seemed the most
naturally talented and purely passion
ate in her area of interest. Her domain
is solar panels.
The young social entrepreneur
has worked to produce the SunSaluter. This device rotates solar panels to
follow the sun to increase the energy
produced, without using electricity. It
also generates clean water.
She used herself to pull at the
heartstrings, whereas two other
speakers used images of their rather
recent newborn babies. She showed
her elementary school science project
of solar panels, saying that she's been
involved in the cause for some 10 to
12 years. Then she showed a com
plicated-looking machine, a juvenile
solar panel. She had looked it up on
Google and bought the parts from
Home Depot. She said it so matterof-factly, yet when was the last time
you constructed a homemade solar
panel? Cue the audience's laughter.
The key is that Full seemed like
a normal 21 year old. She's Canadi
an. She owns a parrot. She was the
coxswain for a Canadian women's
rowing team. Although she is an Ivy
Leaguer and ranks on a Forbes 30
under 30 list, at the core she seemed
to be a regular person who is also
informed, driven and open to new
ideas. I can be like that. TED talks
results in this, offering the viewer a
look into what he or she can accom
plish.
There was a reason that she re
ceived a two-person standing ovation
and an enthused applause from the
audience.
A unifying link among the
speakers was what motivated them
to initially kickstart their campaigns.
Many travelled to third world coun
tries—expected. But what was appar
ent was the opening of eyes to ways
of life and living situations different
from one's own. Or in other words,
motivation spouted from travel to
other countries and being aware of
the disparities of other countries.
With this in mind, as USD is
number one in study abroad partici
pation, there is legitimate hope for
where we will go and what we will
do.
Maybe what Full said is true.
"All you need is Google, love
and courage."

USD has released several videos of students collectively doing the Harlem Shake, a style of dancing that resembles a current version of theTwist complete with costumes and props.

Gangnam Style is, like, so last year

The Harlem Shake is a style of dance that has gone viral
By Erin Fogerty
STAFF WRITER
Viral dance videos seemed to define
the year of 2012 with the pop hits "Call
Me Maybe" and "Gangnam Style."
Carly Rae Jepson's "Call Me Maybe"
was the most parodied and lip-synced
song of the summer. When entering
in the search words, "Call Me Maybe
cover," in YouTube, over 155,000
videos appear. The original video has
over 400,000,000 views on YouTube.
The song was No. 1 on the Billboard
Top 100 for 9 consecutive weeks.
The craziness all started with
Justin Bieber, Selena Gomez and
Ashley Tisdale making an home music
video for pal Jepsen's new single. The
famous friends recorded themselves
on a MacBook while dancing around
the house, lip-syncing the song. Soon
followed an overwhelming amount of
fan-inspired videos. Katy Perry and
James Franco jumped on the bandwagon
and posted videos of themselves and
friends lip-syncing the song as well.

And just when you thought the covers
and parodies were done, the U.S.
Olympic Swim Team posted their own
"Call Me Maybe" video.
In the fall, it was Korean rapper
Psy's horse riding dance move that took
the internet by storm. Psy's "Gangnam
Style" music video became the most
watched video ever on YouTube with
over one billion views. His goofy yet
catchy dance moves inspired a neverending stream of parodies and dance
parties.
The Harlem Shake is the latest
viral dance video taking the nation by
storm. Since an original 30-second
clip hit the web on Feb. 2, there have
been over 40,000 copycat uploads on
YouTube. Videos of teenagers, office
workers, celebrities, college athletes
and families doing the Harlem Shake
have collectively received 175 million
views.
So, what exactly is all this craziness
about and how did it even start?
On Feb. 2, amateur comedian
Filthy Frank uploaded a video of
himself and three friends hip thrusting
in a small apartment to the beat of
electronic music producer Baauer's

song "Harlem Shake." Three of the four
men are masked, one is in a full red
Power Rangers costume, and another
in an alien suit. When "Do the Harlem
Shake" is uttered about 15 seconds into
the song, the bass drops and the men
break into the Bernie. The Bernie is
another viral dance craze that has people
moving like a dead Bernie Lomax
from the 1993 comedy "Weekend at
Bernie's."
A group of friends from Australia
then decided to upload a 31-second
clip of their own take on "The
Harlem Shake." Although the concept
originated with Filthy Frank, this
Australian version is really responsible
for the meme going viral. In the video,
there are five boys just hanging out
in a dorm room doing homework and
playing video games. One of the boys,
who is wearing a helmet, is dancing to
the song alone as the beat builds. The
other boys seem to be unfazed by the
one friend aggressively hip thrusting
along to the song. When the beat drops,
everyone is going crazy, twisting,
shaking and thrusting around the room.
The best videos are ones that
feature large groups of people, bizarre

outfits, props and hilarious, spastic
dance moves. Some of the most viewed
videos are of college football, basketball
and swim teams shaking their stuff in
the locker room. This week, the USD
football team decided to make their
own Harlem Shake video in the locker
room. The football guys shake their
stuff in uniforms, towels and various
props to Baauer's beats. There are a few
other USD Harlem Shake's that can be
found on YouTube. A brave group of
freshman boys in Missions A strip down
to their boxers when the beat drops in
their 30 second video. The USD School
of Law also posted a video with law
students going crazy as the beat drops
in sleeping bags and animal costumes.
Baauer's song "Harlem Shake"
has shot all the way to No. 1 on iTunes.
Not too long ago "Call Me Maybe" and
"Gangnam Style" ruled the No. 1 spot.
None of these viral dance crazes last
too long so before the Harlem Shake is
out of style, grab a group of friends,
a helmet and some crazy costumes and
make your own Harlem Shake Video.
The bigger the dance party the better.

Photos courtesy of Fiction Family

San Diego's homegrown band, Switchfoot, led by frontman, Jon Foreman takes time off from the band to collaborate with Nickel Creek guitarist, Sean Watkins to form "Fiction Fam
ily" which released a new album entitled "Reunion" on Jan. 29

Fiction Family releases new album "Reunion"
By Alyssa Ong
CONTRIBUTOR
Jon Foreman's reputation as the
rock star frontman of San Diego's
homegrown band, Switchfoot, shows a
different side of himself as a musician
as he collaborates for a second time
with Nickel Creek's Sean Watkins.
This has resulted in a meaningful
arrangement of folk and pop inspired,
sing-a-long worthy tunes in the duo's
new project called "Fiction Family" for
their second debut album, "Reunion."
Unlike their first album released
in 2009 which was created entirely by
Foreman and Watkins alone, they are
joined this time by drummer Aaron
Redfield and bassist Tyler Chester.
Foreman and Watkins first became
friends in 2005 when they met during a

San Diego music festival called Street
Scene, where the two exchanged emails
to keep in touch. With no big goals in
mind, the two friends enjoyed just
making music together. Soon enough,
the motivation to create a new album
came naturally and after some silly
ideas were thrown about for a band
name, the two came up with Fiction
Family.
"Usually when two guys make a
record together, it sounds cool to call
them the something brothers," Watkins
said. "But we're not, so that's how
Fiction Family came to be."
The band's first
success came
through with their first album called
"Fiction Family" when it entered the
Billboard 200 at No. 71, selling 7,000
copies in the first week of its release.
It also reached as high as No. 5 on
iTunes' top overall album on that first
day as well.
Tracks such as the soothing but

catchy "Damaged" and the heartfelt
yet soulful track first
track "Up
Against A Wall," encompasses their
thoughtfulness in songwriting.
"I'm stuck with the circus king
getting sick of it ally Up against the
wall? Our love is a puzzle that can't be
solved,/ Up against the wall" Foreman
sings in the first track in the album.
It is hard to classify the album
without noting its versatility in the
way each track could appeal to all
kinds of listeners, whether it be the
well-travelled casanova for "Give
Me Back My, Girl," the enthusiastic
square-dancer in "Just Rob Me" or the
coffee shop hipster nodding away to
"Avalon." "Reunion" is a hard album
to put a labelled genre on, but this
might be one that has everything in all
at once.
"Reunion" was distributed once
again by indie record label Rock
Ridge Music, just as its earlier album

was, but it has been discovered and
praised by critics from Paste, National
Public Radio, Washington Post and
AbsolutePunk who salute Foreman and
Watkins for their incredible talents with
instruments, vocals and songwriting.
Although "Reunion" was recorded
at Switchfoot's Spot X studio in
Carlsbad, CA, their first album was
completely recorded and produced
only by Foreman and Watkins alone in
their home studios.
The band is currently on tour and
is rumored to be making a stop at USD
for the "To Write Love On Her Arms"
Heavy and Light Tour on April 16 in
the IPJ. "To Write Love on Her Arms
is a non-profit organization dedicated
to support for people with depression,
addiction, self-injury and suicide.
The organization is hosting Fiction
Family's North American Tour.
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The 2013 NBA All-Star game or runway show?
By Alex Manessis
CONTRIBUTOR

The NBA All-Star weekend earlier
this month was an opportunity for
basketball's best and brightest to put
their skills on display for a national
audience. As the clock expired and
the Western Conference emerged
victorious, it had already become
clear that the memories taken away
from the weekend were not produced
on the court. In front of a national TV
audience, the league's stars seized the
opportunity to prove they know as
much about fashion as they do about
fast breaks.
NBA fashion's development began
early, in the 1970s with players from
cities with major nightlife scenes such as
New York leading the charge. The most
notable player from this era was Walt
"Clyde" Frazier, whose style included
muttonchops, animal print, mink coats,
top hats, velvet suits and even capes.
In the early 1990s NBA fashion was
dictated by Michael Jordan and Nike.
The Air Jordan shoe brand became the
dominant athletic sneaker and remains
popular more than a decade after Jordan
played his last game.
In the years after Jordan's
retirement, NBA style began to shift
drastically. The new generation of
players, led by Allen Iverson, embraced
"hip-hop" culture. Baggy jeans, retrothemed Hardwood classic jerseys,
fitted-hats and chains were worn by
players before and after games. Trying
to fight a wave of (mostly unfair) bad
publicity, commissioner David Stem
instituted a dress code before the start of
the 2005-2006 season. Stem, citing his
desire for a more professional attitude
from players, required a "business
casual" appearance while jerseys,
t-shirts, hats, chains worn above clothes
and sunglasses were all placed on a list
of banned items. Players initially met
the dress code with resistance, feeling
as though the league was limiting the
players from expressing themselves.
However, younger players who
entered the league in the mid-2000s
were more receptive to the dress code.
The league's young stars began hiring
stylists to aid them in their transition
from athletic gear to higher fashion.

Photos courtesy of Houston Forward Times

NBA fashion has quickly escalated over the years.The most recent event of notable NBA fashion was the All-Star weekend earlier this
month (as pictured via various NBA players above). Might one call NBA players at the forefront of the trendsetting team?

Fast forward to the 2013 Ail-Star game
and it is clear that the NBA's best love
to show off their wardrobes and are
willing to try things that most would not
have dared consider a few years ago.
So who and what stood out in
Houston? To start, leather emerged
as the popular item of the weekend.

Saturday's Skills Competition and
Dunk Competition featured LeBron
James and Dwayne Wade both rocking
En Noir black leather sweatpants that
have been trendy of late thanks to
Kanye West.
Leather attire was not limited to
pants. LeBron James wore a Heart of

a Lion sweater that featured leather
sleeves. Chris Bosh, James Harden and
Chris Paul all wore leather shirts and
accessories at various points during the
weekend. Look for leather to take up
more floor space in department stores
this spring, but do not expect the men's
leather pants trend too catch much

steam.
The "geek chic" look, popular
among young Thunder players, has been
met with mixed reactions, especially in
social media. Former Thunder guard
James Harden wore a slim blue suit
with a grey bowtie and black wayfarer
frames. Slim fitting suits are a must to
complete this look, and several men's
fashion magazines, including GQ and
Esquire agree that form fitting suits are
preferable to other styles.
Current Thunder guard Russell
Westbrook took the geek attire to a
whole other level, wearing a brown
sport coat, tie, skinny camouflage
animal-print pants, a yellow belt and
yellow Air Jordan Vs. It is almost
certain you will not see a look quite like
this anytime soon, but elements of the
ensemble are becoming more visible on
campus. The number of female students
wearing animal print pants seems to
have tripled on campus this semester,
so do not be surprised if an occasional
male student tries to pull off the look.
Unfortunately, even the announcers
got in on the action. TNT reporter Craig
Sager created a firestorm
on social
media with his suit selection. Comedian
Kevin Hart put it best during TNT's
broadcast.
"Craig Sager needs to buy another
jacket just like that one, and throw them
both in the trash," Hart said.
Something would be amiss to
discuss NBA fashion and not mention
the shoes that players wore during the
game. Clearly, someone sent out a
memo that bright neon colors would
be required this year. Orange, purple,
green, red and yellow were included in
almost every colorway worn by players
in the game. The same trend has been
seen in various other athletic shoe
segments, and louder-colored running
shoes have been a frequent sight on
campus, especially when paired with
workout or yoga attire.
As a final take away from Houston,
leather, form fitting clothes, "geek" chic,
animal print and loud shoes were all
"in" for NBA players, who are quickly
becoming fashion's early adopters.
Although not all of the styles on display
will be adopted into the mainstream,
the willingness of the NBA players to
try new looks that align with popular
trends should encourage those who are
looking to branch out away from their
current wardrobe to try new fashions.

Photos courtesy of Katelyn McCullough

Top left: The interior of Waters Fine Foods & Catering has the appearance of a health foods store where items are displayed on the shelves and in the display case. Bottom left:The vegetarian panini. Bottom center: Butternut
squash salad. RightThe display of desserts at Waters Fine Foods & Catering changes daily. Pictured above are the double chocolate cookies and Red Velvet cupcakes.

Foodie on a mission: everything you want is right in front of you
Waters Fine Foods & Catering
By Katelyn McCullough
CONTRIBUTOR

Often what you're looking for is
ight under your nose. This is the case
f Waters Fine Foods & Catering down
le hill on Morena Boulevard. In the
orner of a mini strip market Waters
/ould be easily missed if it were not
ext to a certain Mexican food place
ailed JV's Mexican Food. But one
ood review can have people clawing
t the door.
Waters' main focus is the customer;
ley want to provide whoever dines
zith them the freshest of ingredients,
ependent
on
seasonality,
in
on junction with a comforting space to

dine in. The small chain of the Waters
Fine Foods & Catering has been in
business for almost 20 years, beginning
in Bay Park and then branching out to
San Diego Linda Vista area in 2001 and
downtown.
Owner Mary Kay Waters founded
Waters on the tenets of simplicity
in food and style to showcase the
freshness of the local ingredients.
Everything is made fresh in-house,
which one can confirm for themselves
upon entering. One is able to select
food from a case that houses all of the
special sides and entrees of the day.
However, if something in the case is
not of interest, then a signature salad
and panini is always an option.
There are only a few tables at
Waters and perhaps accurately foreseen
considering the low foot traffic, but this
doesn't detract from the comfort of the

restaurant by any means. The decor is
simple in a minimalistic kind of way.
There are no bright colors, mostly white
and brown as can be seen by the walls
and tables. Waters is a place where
people can feel comfortable going to,
whether it is for lunch, dinner or just
to relax and study. The restaurant is
a calmer Starbucks that serves food
instead of a wide selection of energy
boosters.
When ordering, patrons order at
the counter and then the food is brought
out when ready. Considering that
Waters uses seasonal ingredients, the
menu changes daily. There is always a
daily dinner special that could include
anything from chicken, sausage and
artichoke lasagna to turkey meatballs
and stews. There is always a different
pasta option for the day as well as
sides which include roasted vegetables,

pastas, salads and
serves
more
pan
salads, brdkvn rice medleys, etc. Being
that variety is the spice of life, Waters
is very accommodating in appeasing
those who like to try different things.
The mainstay of Waters is its
freshly made sandwiches and paninis
and crisp focaccia bread. They have a
plethora of choices including a smoked
turkey with roasted red peppers and
pesto (one of the favorites), a butternut
panini, polenta gratin and mac 'n'
cheese as well as vegetarian options
such as the Vegetarian with goat
cheese, pesto, roasted red peppers and
arugula. If stuck between two options,
Waters also allows half paninis.
Lunch for two is easily under $15.
That includes two sides and two half
paninis. When 1 went to Waters for the
first time, I was craving a vegetarian
panini and a side of butternut squash
salad. The panini was not traditional

in the way one thinks of a panini,
succulent and dripping with savory
juices. No, this panini was light and
clean; the flavors were clearly distinct
and it didn't call for a messy eating
experience. The butternut squash salad
was in one word, addicting; the savory
combination of the butternut squash
and sweet onions was a match made in
heaven.
Waters is a great hangout place
with friends, as the environment vies
more for peace than a raging pad.
Ultimately, would 1 saw that Waters
has the greatest panini that I have ever
tried? Probably not. But it is definitely
a place that I recommend trying at least
once.
And besides, the freshly baked
desserts were calling out pretty loudly.
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Rory Behr is a senior at USD and a DJ who has been chosen to compete in Red Bull's student competition thisThursday Feb. 28 atTyphoon Saloon in Pacific Beach. Behr is a professional DJ for EventVibe, a promotion and distri
bution company for the electronic music scene. The contest will determine who is the top student DJ in San Diego.The winner will win $1,000.

Student competes in Red Bull DJ competition
By Angelique Bash
CONTRIBUTOR
USD senior Rory Behr will be
competing in the Red Bull "Thre3style
U" DJ contest at Typhoon Saloon on
Thursday night.
Behr, a.k.a. DJ RohR, had
been DJing for about three years
when EventVibe, a promotion
and distribution company for the
electronic scene, approached him in
2011 to do an opening gig at nightclub

F6ix.
The competition is to discover
the top student DJ in San Diego.
The agenda consists of mixing three
genres of music. The winner will
receive $1,000.
DJs from San Diego State
University, University of California
San Diego and California State
University San Marcos will also be
competing.
"I really hope I win on Thursday,
and I feel pretty confident going into
it," Behr said. "The competition will
be tough so 1 have to bring my A
game."
"My plan is to transition songs

as fast as I can. I only get 15 minutes
to blow the crowd away so speed is
going to be crucial."
Behr has done most of his
shows with EventVibe ever since.
He usually does about 1 or 2 shows
a week at nightclubs in San Diego
and Los Angeles. He frequently spins
at venues like Fluxx SD and Hyde
Lounge Hollywood.
Behr, a Business Marketing
major, says that he will continue to DJ
after he graduates.
"It's a good source of income,
especially in my hometown Los
Angeles," he said. "Lately I've been
focusing on producing my own

original music. Right now that's kinda
guiding my career."
Behr is the youngest DJ, at 22
years old, at EventVibe.
"My manager tells me to be
careful. It's taken other DJs 10 years
to get at where I'm at right now."
Behr describes his music style
as electronic blended with hip hop,
house, trap, moombahton, dubstep,
and popular tracks the crowd will
recognize.
"It's like putting my own 'spin'
on things," he said.
He says that people often compare
his style to that of big-time producer
and DJ, Diplo.

"My advice for aspiring DJs is
to promote yourself in any way and
let people you know you're a DJ,"
Behr said. "Whether [that means]
starting a Facebook page or sending
out mixtapes, any exposure will help
you out. That's how I was first able to
get booked. Do as many shows as you
can and hopefully something good
will come out of it."
Behr will be representing USD
this Thursday Feb. 28, at Typhoon
Saloon in Pacific Beach. Admission is
free (21+ only). Doors open at 9 p.m.
and the competition begins at 10 p.m.

Walt Disney
Crossword
Edited by Khea Pollard
Across

Down

1. In what Disney full length animated
feature did Susan Egan sing "I Won't
Say (I'm In Love)"?
5. Which character sings the "Jungle
Book" song, "Bare Neccessities"?
8. In what Disney movie was the main
female character forbidden to go to
the west wing of the castle?
12. What is the song sang when Lady
and Tramp are eating?
13. Who is considered to be Winnie
the Pooh's best friend?
14. In the Disney movie "Mulan,"
what was Mulan's family name?
15. What is the name of Jasmine's
tiger in "Aladdin"?
17. In "Bambi," what started the for
est fire?
18. What is the ending of this song
line from Mulan: "Tranquil as a

2. What Disney animated movie
soundtrack includes seven Elvis Pres
ley songs?
3. What is the address of P. Sher
man from the mask found in Finding
Nemo?
4. In which Disney movie would you
find the character Sebastian?
6. Lindsey Lohan and Jamie Lee
Curtis starred in what 2003 liveaction Disney film remake?
7. Which character is mistakenly
called Chico, Fabio, Bingo, Harpo
and Elmo?
9. JJow many Dalmatians are there?
10. In "A Spoonful of Sugar", Mary
Poppins sings that a spoonful of
sugar will help the medicine go down
in what type of way?
11. Who is the sailor that Pocahontas
falls in love with?
15. In "Beauty and the Beast," what
does Belle like to do the most?
16. What kind of birds encourage
Dumbo to fly?
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Women's basketball team protects home court
The women s basketball team continue their strong confernce
play in wins over St. Mary's and San Francisco

By Edwin Blebu
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

By Alex Bullock
SPORTS EDITOR
Last week I was watching high
lights from NBA games on ESPN
when I saw one for a game between
the Miami Heat and the Chicago
Bulls. It seemed like a normal high
light to me, showing LeBron James
and the Heat going on to beat the
Bulls 86-67.
Then the highlight reel showed
a seemingly normal play, a foul com
mitted by Bulls guard Nate Robinson
on James. James came up limping
after the hard contact and the Bulls
fans started cheering. To me, it was a
shocking loss of class on the part of
the Bulls fans.
But I understand where they
are coming from. Sometimes people
who enjoy sports enjoy them a little
too much. They get caught in the in
tensity of the game. People are pas
sionate about their sports teams. I
am certainly guilty of this, and I will
not apologize for it. One thing I'm
always wary of, however, is to not
let not allowing my passion to over
shadow the respect that the opponent
deserves.
Sometimes in the heat of the
moment you can lose sight of the
big picture. There is no real benefit
to winning if you lose the respect of
your opponent. You can call your
self a winner, but the only value in
winning comes from the recognition
from your opponent.
Athletes and fans alike have an
obligation to show true sportsman
ship. I played CYO basketball grow
ing up, and before each game the
teams and the fans, who were almost
exclusively parents, were required
to read a short prayer. Part of that
prayer specifically spoke to this ob
ligation to respect:
"We ask that you protect us
from injury and help us remember
that our opponents are our brothers
and sisters who are also under your
guidance."
Frankly, a failure in sportsman
ship is a failure to uphold the integ
rity of the game.
The sports world is filled with
fierce rivalries. There's the Yankees
versus the Red Sox, Duke versus
North Carolina, Michigan versus
Ohio State, the Lakers versus the
Celtics, not to mention all of the
countless high school rivalries.
These bitter rivalries have last
ed for decades because of the pres
ence of mutual respect amongst the
ferocious and staunch feelings of the
players and fans. These teams recog
nize greatness in their rival and seek
to show that they are even greater.
Fans aren't the ones on the field
or on the court. They're not scoring
points for their team. They don't
have a direct impact on the outcome
of the game. They do, however, have
a direct impact on preserving the in
tegrity of the game.
Fans create the atmosphere in
which the game is played. It is their
duty to their team to set a tone of re
spect and good sportsmanship to en
sure that their team's success is not
marred by their actions.
Most of all, fans are obligated
to accept defeat and to respect the
success of their opponents in order to
inspire their team to demonstrate that
kind of greatness themselves.
LeBron James is a great play
er. The Miami Heat are the reigning
NBA champions and a favorite to
win the title again this season. James
very well may be the greatest player
of his generation and looks to be on
his way to being known as one of the
greatest players of all time.
The booing from the Bulls fans
after James appeared injured was in
poor taste. Some may argue that this
kind of action shows their passionate
support for their team, but support
ing your team does not involve dis
respecting your opponent. In fact, I
would argue that you must show re
spect for your opponent in order to
truly support your team.
After all, the foundation for
why we watch is for entertainment. If
our actions are rooted in disdain and
contempt, we surely cannot be enter
tained, nor will we get the most out
of our support for our team.

The USD women's basketball
team claimed victory against the St.
Mary's College Gaels on Feb. 21
night as they rallied in the second
half to defeat the Gaels 67-50. Junior
guard Amy Kame was the leading
scorer with 21 points. All of Kame's
points were scored in the second half
as the Toreros made a strong push to
seal the game in front of their home
crowd.
Freshman guard Maya Hood
was the second leading scorer adding
14 points and senior forward Felicia
Wijenberg recorded a team-high 12
rebounds.
After getting off to a relatively
slow start in the first half and shooting
only 30 percent from the field, the To
reros found themselves down by only
one point going into halftime.
USD began the second half de
termined to establish the tempo and
put an extreme amount of defensive
pressure on the Gaels.
Kame scored her first basket of
the game within the first two minutes
of the second half, sparking a 15-4
Torero run. The Gaels would not lead
for the rest of the game as the Torero's
lead increased to as much as 22 points
before ending the game 67-50.
In a post game interview Kame
spoke about what changes the team
made at the break.
"At halftime we were just really
frustrated with ourselves and we knew
we needed to come out strong and just

Photo courtesy of USD Athletics

Amy Kame scored 21 second hlaf points to lead theToreros to victory against the St. Mary's College Gaels.

let our defense create easy offense for
us and that's something that we did,"
Kame Said. "The team just played so
hard in the second half and we let our
defense take over from there."
In their next game on Feb. 23, the
Toreros were able to celebrate the last
career home game for senior guard Ju
lia Bennett and senior forward Klara
Wischer with a win against the Uni
versity of San Francisco Dons 62-52.
Sophomore forward Katelyn
McDaniel led all scorers with 19
points, missing only two shots over
the course of the game. Hood scored

14 points, grabbed eight rebounds and
added six steals for the Toreros.
The Toreros began the game
trailing the dons Dons until about the
seven minute mark where they were
able to capture a two-point lead. With
some help from McDaniel's 11-point
first half performance the Toreros
took a 31-22 lead going into halftime.
The Toreros kept the momentum
going into the second half as the Dons
never led for the rest of the game. The
Don's leading scorer was senior guard
Mel Khlok who tallied 14 points and
seven rebounds.

This game proved to be pivotal
for the Toreros as they moved into
second place in the West Coast Con
ference. Based on the team's current
seeding, they will have a first round
bye when the WCC Tournament be
gins March 6 in Las Vegas.
As the second seed in the tour
nament, the Toreros would play their
first tournament game in the semifi
nals on Saturday March 9. The Tore
ros will play their last regular season
conference game at the University
of Santa Clara Broncos on Saturday
March 2.

TheToreros have won eight out of nine games since losing to the conference leading Gonzaga Bulldogs on Jan. 19.

Elimination stage gets underway for
UEFA Champions League
The first of two matches for the Round of 16 fixtures are com
plete as AC Milan, Paris Saint-Germain and Bayern Munich
look to be in position to advance
By Connor Phillips
CONTRIBUTOR
Even though it may not be that
popular in the United States, all of
Europe is paying attention to the
Union of European Football Asso
ciations Champions League. UEFA
is the European branch of FIFA and
oversees all of European soccer.
Over the past two weeks the
Champions League has gotten back
into full swing with the start of the
elimination stage in the Round of
16. The UEFA Champions League
is an elite competition between the
best football clubs from around Eu
rope.
At this stage in the competi
tion, each team plays once at their
home stadium and once at their op
ponent's. Then the combined scores
of the matches are taken and who
ever has more goals overall moves
on to the next round. In the case of
a tie on aggregate goals, whoever
has more away goals is declared the
winner and advances.
The first leg of matches has

already taken place and there were
some very intense fixtures during
this stage.
First off, Valencia played host
to a recently created European pow
erhouse Paris Saint-Germain. PSG
was bought by Qatar Investment Au
thority in 2011 which gave them an
excess of cash to spend on high-end
players. Most recently they signed
the likes of Zlatan Ibrahimovic,
Thiago Silva and the world famous
David Beckham.
PSG dominated the early stages
of the match, scoring two goals be
fore halftime. Valencia then gained
the majority of possession but was
unable to pull one back until the
90th minute. Ibrahimovid was is
sued a red card in the closing stages
of the match due to a studs up chal
lenge, leaving PSG without their
most potent attacker for the home
match in the French capital.
The next match was that be
tween Celtic and the Italian giants
Juventus. Celtic entered the match
with high hopes after defeating ar
guably the best team in the world,

Barcelona, during the group stages.
Sadly, they were unable to hold off
Juventus and were defeated 3-0 at
home giving them a low chance to
advance to the next round.
The very next day, arguably
one of the best matches of the year
took place between nine-time cham
pion Real Madrid and the most valu
able sports franchise in the world,
Manchester United. This match was
a closely contested affair and ended
up finishing in a 1-1 draw with the
next match to be played at the fa
mous home of United, Old Trafford.
Later that day there was an
other hotly anticipated fixture be
tween the Ukrainian champions,
Shakhtar Donetsk and the German
champions, Borussia Dortmund.
Both teams have great quality and
this was a hard fought match in the
cold of Ukraine. The match ended in
a 2-2 tie that ultimately favors Dort
mund due to the away goal rule.
The match between FC Bayern
Miinchen and Arsenal in London
was also a match that many were
looking to in order to determine

the quality of a struggling Arsenal
side. Unfortunately, Arsenal was
outplayed, losing 3-1 which, like
Shakhtar Donetsk, leaves them at a
disadvantage going to Germany for
their second match.
Finally,possibly the biggest up
set of the Round of 16 was the de
feat dealt to Barcelona at the hands
of AC Milan. Barcelona outplayed
Milan on the day but were robbed
of a victory due to a pair of goals
scored by Kevin-Prince Boateng
and Sulley Muntari respectively.
This gives Milan a distinct ad
vantage when they travel to Spain
on March 12 to try and hang onto
their lead and knock Barcelona out
of the competition earlier than ex
pected.
This Round of 16 is shaping
up to be one of the best in recent
memory. The upsets balanced out
with the fantastic match ups seems
to have the making of a memorable
run for some sides and an embar
rassing crash for others. It will be an
exciting sight to behold in the com
ing weeks.
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Men's baseball team notches first victory at Fowler Park
After being swept by the rival San Diego State Aztecs in their opening
weekend of the season, the Toreros bounce back to win three out of four
against the Golden Flashes of Kent State University
By Hunter Jameson
CONTRIBUTOR
With the season finally under
way, Torero baseball had a great week
of practice in preparation for their
series against the Kent State Golden
Flashes. They hosted the Mid-Amer
ican conference competitor at Fowler
Park in a four game series that started
Friday, Feb. 22.
Junior ace Michael Wagner was
on the mound for the Toreros, facing
junior Tyler Skulina of Kent State.
Both pitchers brought their best, and
the game was a complete pitcher's
duel from start to finish.
Wagner went seven strong in
nings, giving up six hits and one run.
This effort kept the Toreros in the
game. Skulina put the Golden Flash
es on his back and carried the team
through eight innings while giving up
two hits and no runs.
A bit of history was made as Kent
State senior center fielder Evan Camp
bell hit the first home run at Fowler
Park over the right field fence off of
Wagner.
The Toreros put on their rally
caps in the ninth inning. Senior AJ
Robinson had the most important hit
of the game, a two-out RBI double that
scored senior Dillon Haupt to lead the
Toreros to their first victory of the sea
son. Freshman PJ Conlon was credited
with the win after entering the game to
relieve Wagner.
Saturday was a busy day of base
ball with a doubleheader being played
at Fowler Park. The first game was a
thriller as the bats came alive for both
teams. Junior Dylan Covey started the
game for the Toreros and pitched five
innings while giving up three runs.
The Torero offense had Covey's

The men's baseball team poses for a picture to commemorate their first victory at the new Fowler Park.

back, producing 18 runs. This perfor
mance proved to be a boost to their
confidence.
Junior Shortstop Derek Toadvine
homered for the Golden Flashes, but
that was not enough to keep them in
the game. Senior Starter Casey Wilson
was credited with the loss after giving
up six runs in four innings.
The majority of the runs came

in the fifth inning for the Toreros, socring eight runs on four hits. Leading
the way was Haupt who picked up five
RBIs, two hits and scoring one run.
Eight Torero hitters had at least one
RBI.
The second game of the day was
started by junior Max MacNabb for the
Toreros and junior Taylor Williams for
Kent State. Williams was very efficient

in his outing, pitching eight solid in
nings and allowing five runs.
The Golden Flashes got the ball
rolling early with two runs in the
first inning coming from senior Ja
son Bagoly's 2 RBI single. Freshman
first baseman Zarley Zalewski started
the fifth inning by hitting a home run
which shifted the momentum in the
Golden Flashes' favor.

The Toreros came back with a
three run sixth inning, but ultimately it
was not enough to get the win. Junior
Chris Woolley was the most produc
tive Torero hitter on the day, going two
for three with two RBIs. Zalewski fin
ished with two hits, two runs, and three
RBIs for the Golden Flashes.
The final game of the series was
dominated by the Toreros from start to
finish. An eight run, seven hit second
inning built a comfortable lead for the
pitching staff.
Conlon started the game by go
ing two and one third innings and then
sophomore Max Homick took over.
Homick went five and two thirds in
nings while giving up one run. Junior
Kris Bryant hit the first Torero home
run at Fowler Park in the second in
ning.
The Toreros scored six more runs
to finish the series with a 14-2 victory.
Junior Louie Lechich lead the way
with four RBIs and one run scored.
The Toreros (3-4) have momen
tum on their side after a solid series
when their bats finally went to work.
Looking at the upcoming week, they
travel to Myrtle Beach, S.C. to take on
a tough team in Coastal Carolina. The
competition will continue to get stron
ger at the Hughes Brothers Challenge
in Wilmington, N.C. starting March 1.
They will face their strongest op
ponent of the season so far on March
5 at home against the No. 19 Cal State
Fullerton Titans. Fowler Park will host
the USD Tournament, which goes
from March 8 through March 10. This
tournament will include the University
of Michigan Wolverines, the St. Louis
University Billikens and the College of
the Holy Cross Crusaders. There is a
ton of baseball coming up in March, so
go buy those sunflower seeds and get
ready baseball fans!

Campus Housing Sign Ups are Happening Now!
DEADLINE IS MARCH 18
Squatters and Special Interest Communities deadline is March 8.
Questions? Call x4777.
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